The UPDTRI algorithm The SEGMNT algorithm 1 . Introduction Let 5 be a finite set of points in the plane. By a triangulation for S we mean a finite collection of triangles in the plane having pair-wise disjoint interiors, each of which intersects S exactly at its vertices, and the union of which is the convex hull of S. Given a triangulation T for 5, we say that T is a Delaunay triangulation for S if for each triangle in T there does not exist a point of S inside the circumcircle of the triangle. Delaunay triangulations have been thoroughly studied in [8, 11, 12] .
We say that a region in the plane is a multiply-connected polygonal region if it is a bounded and closed set whose interior is nonempty and connected, and whose boundary is the union of a finite nuniber of closed line segments. Here and in the sequel, given a multiply-connected polygonal region i?, we denote by INT{R), BND{R), and VTX{R), respectively, the interior of i?, the boundary of i?, and the set of vertices of the boundary of R. In addition, given points P and Q in the plane, P^Q , we denote by [P,0] , (P^Q), [ De Floriani, Falcidieno, and Pienovi [5] have studied the concept of a Delaunay triangulation for a finite set of points in the plane constrained by the boundary of a multiply-connected polygonal region. Let i? be a multiply-connected polygonal region, and let 5 be a finite subset of R that contains VTX{R). De Floriani, et al. define a triangulation for S constrained by BND{R) as a finite collection of triangles having pair-wise disjoint interiors, each of which intersects S exactly at its vertices, and the union of which is R. Given a triangulation T for S constrained by BND{R), De Floriani, et al. call T a Delaunay triangulation for S constrained by BND{R) if for each triangle in T there does not exist a point of S inside the circumcircle of the triangle such that the line segments that connect the point and the vertices of the triangle are contained in R.
Let T be a triangulation for a set S constrained by the boundary of a multiply-connected polygonal region R. Given a triangle t in T, we denote by ADJ{t) the set of points in S that are vertices of triangles in T adjacent to t, and say that t satisfies the circle criterion in T if there does not exist a point in ADJ{t) inside the circumcircle of t. De Floriani, et al. state that using arguments similar to those developed in [6, 8] , it can be shown that T is a Delaunay triangulation for S constrained by BND{R) if each triangle in T satisfies the circle criterion in T.
In this paper, we study a more general type of triangulation. Let 5 be a finite set of points in the plane, and let E he a, finite collection, possibly empty, of line segments that intersect only at points in 5 and whose endpoints belong to S. We say that a triangulation T for 5 is a triangulation for S constrained by E if for each e \n E and each f in T, e does not intersect INT{t). Given T, a triangulation for S constrained by E, we say that T is a Delaunay triangulation for S constrained by E if for each t in T there does not exist a point P of 5 inside the circumcircle of t such that no e in £^intersects the interior of the convex hullof iU{P}.
Delaunay triangulations constrained by line segments have been studied by Lee [7] and Chew [3, 4] for line segments that do not cross. Lee satisfies the circle criterion in T* . We assume this is not the case. Therefore, since P* is a vertex of every triangle in T* \ Ti^points Q\ Q'\ and Q'" exist in 5*/ such that AP*Q'Q" and AP*Q"Q"' identify triangles in T; \ 7) with Q'" inside the circumcircle of AP*Q'Q". Clearly, it follows that a triangle can be identified with AQ'Q"Q"' and P* is not inside the circumcircle of this triangle.
Let Q' and Q'" be points in Si such that AQ'Q"Q"' identifies the first triangle in T; efiminated by the algorithm with Q" as a vertex. If Q' equals Q' and Q'" equals Q'" then P* is not inside the circumcircle of AQ'Q"Q"\ a contradiction to the definition of AQ'Q"Q"' If Q' does not equal Q' then from the outline of UPDTRI and the definitions of Q' and Q", there exists a point Q* in Si separated from Q" by the line through P* and Q' such that AQ*Q'Q" identifies the first triangle in T/ eliminated by the algorithm with Q' as a vertex. Since the fine through P' and P" separates P* from Q\ Q", Q'", and Q* , and Ci and C2 are convex, it follows that Ci U C2 is convex so that [Q*, Q'"] is contained in Ci U C^-Thus, [Q*,(5'"] is contained in P/, and by the second condition stated above Q'" is not inside the circumcircle of AQ*Q'Q". In addition, since triangles can be identified with AQ*Q'Q\ AQ'Q"Q'\ and AP*Q'Q'\ Q* and Q'" lie in the half-plane that contains P* and that is determined by the line through Q' and Q" . Therefore, as shown by the example in Qi := G{J -2); Q2 := G( J -1); Q3 := G{J)- 5. while {m{Q2Q3,Q2Qi) < tt and J^2 ) do begin 6. T:=TU{AQ,Q2Q3}; 7. UPDTRi(P,r,g3,Qi,Q2); Thus, let i* be an integer in H such that I < i* < r. It follows that the ray Pi Pi* intersects [Pj, Pk). Thus, there exists an integer n, j < n < k, and a point P* in BND[R), such that PiPi' intersects [P",P"^.i) exactly at P*, and [P*,Pi*] is contained in R. Let R' be the simple polygon whose vertices are contained in {P*} U {Pj, n < i < i*} and whose boundary contains P*, Pj, i = n + 1, . . . , z*, in this order in a counterclockwise direction around its interior. Figure 5 illustrates an example of R', Pj, Pk, Pi, Pj>, P-n, Pn+i, P*, A, Pr-Let Q be a point in (Pi,Pr) and assume that {Pi,Q) is contained in INT{R). It follows from the definition of R' that [P/, Q] must intersect INT{R'). However, from the definitions of i*, P*, and the ordering of Pi, i= 1, . . . ,r, in BND(R), Q is not contained in INT{R'), so that [Pi,Q] must intersect BND{R') at a point other than P/. Every point in BND{R') 11 
Figure 4:
The polygon R and the points P^, Pk, Pi, Pi, Pr-AP^PkPi C R and AP,PkP,nS = {P,,P,,Pi]. The polygon R' (shaded region) and the points P,, P^, P/, P,. , P^, Pn+i, P*, -Pi, Pr. The ray PiPt^intersects [P",P"+i) at P* 13 that is not in (P*, Pi») belongs to BND{R) and differs from Q. Thus, [P/, Q] must intersect [P*^Pi-). But P*, Pj., and P; are coHnear with P,-. in {P*,Pi), so that (P/, Q) must contain 14 G(1)=F (1) F (2) F (7) F (9) G ( 8. Given t in T, there exist integers j, A:, /, ij, Z2, is, 1 < J < -^-1, 1 < A; < ij < 22 <^3 < / < /, such that G'(j') and G(j + 1) equal F{k) and -F(/), respectively, and AF{ii)F{i2)F{i3) identifies t.
Given integers i,
A:, /, 1 < j < J-1, 1 < /: < / < /, such that G{j) and (^(j + 1) equal F{k) and i*'(/), respectively, if A: + 1 < / then (i) the union of the triangles in T of the form AF{ii)F{i2)F{i3), k < ii < 12 < is < /, is a simple polygon that is star-shaped relative to [G{j),G{j + 1)], and (ii) the closed half-plane determined by a clockwise rotation of tt radians of the ray G{j)G{j -\-1) around G{j) contains F{i) for each i, k <i< I. 10 . Given an integer k, 1 Figure 7 illustrates this situation for the same R and F of Figure 6 . Thus, from the remaining criteria (for the same / and J), it can be seen from lines 6-10 that at the end of the execution of EDGSTR for / equal to r, the following conditions are met: J:=J-M; 12. g", Q'" := points in S for which AQj_iQ"Q"' identifies a triangle in T* with Q" e Hj and Q'"^H j] ADJ{t,E') inside the circumcircle of t. As in [5] , we note that using arguments similar to those developed in [6, 8] 
On the other hand, if for some k, < k < K{e), Pk is not closed in S U S' relative to Ok, then using an argument from [1] , the probabiUty of this occurring is bounded above by [1] that the expected number of points in 5 U 5' that are Delaunay neighbors of a given point in S" relative to 5 U 5' is 0(1). Therefore, since the number of points in S" is 0{N^^^), we must have that the expected number of points in S = V{SU 5", 5', S) = V{SU S', S", S)CV{SU S\ S", S U S') is 0{N'/^) 0(1) -0(7Vi/2). Proof of eighth observation. Let Tj be as defined in the outline of SEGMNT. 
